Abstract-We present distributed algorithms for multirobot task assignment where the tasks have to be completed within given deadlines. Each robot has a limited battery life and thus there is an upper limit on the amount of time that it has to perform tasks. Performing each task requires certain amount of time (called the task duration) and each robot can have different payoffs for the tasks. Our problem is to assign the tasks to the robots such that the total payoff is maximized while respecting the task deadline constraints and the robot's battery life constraints. Our problem is NP-hard since a special case of our problem is the classical generalized assignment problem (which is NP-hard). There are no known algorithms (distributed or centralized) for this problem with provably good guarantees of performance. We present a distributed algorithm for solving this problem and prove that our algorithm has an approximation ratio of 2. For the special case of constant task duration we present a distributed algorithm that is provably almost optimal. Our distributed algorithms are polynomial in the number of robots and the number of tasks. We also present simulation results to depict the performance of our algorithms.
I. INTRODUCTION

M
ULTIROBOT task assignment is a fundamental problem that arises in a wide variety of application scenarios like manufacturing, automated transport of goods, environmental monitoring and surveillance. In some application scenarios, the tasks have to be completed within given deadlines. Furthermore, robots usually have limited battery life and thus can operate only for a limited time. Consider the situation where a system of robots have to clear up objects from one area and place them in other areas. This can arise in automated package handling in ports where packages have to be unloaded from a container (e.g., a ship) and placed in other containers (e.g., trucks). There may be a deadline on the tasks coming from the need to complete the overall task of unloading within a certain time. Furthermore, the assignment should be good in the sense that it should maximize a payoff function.
Assigning tasks to robots to meet the deadline constraints as well as maximize the overall payoff of assignment is a type of scheduling problem. Scheduling is a quite mature field and due to its importance in a wide variety of application areas including manufacturing and computer systems, different types of scheduling problems have been studied [1] . The problem in this paper is related to deterministic offline scheduling problems with resource constraints [2] (in contrast to online and/or stochastic scheduling problems). Although batch scheduling has been well studied, most scheduling algorithms are centralized in nature and usually there is no limit on the number of jobs that a processor or machine can perform. In many tasks, the amount of time taken to do the tasks is proportional to the energy consumed by the robot. Therefore, for multirobot application scenarios, where energy of the robots is a key constraint, the total amount of time for which a robot can perform tasks in any mission is bounded. Furthermore, distributed algorithms that enable the robots in the field to divide the tasks among themselves (so that there is no central point of failure) is desirable. Thus, in this paper, our goal is to design distributed algorithms for task allocation with task deadlines and capacity limits on the total processing time a robot has to perform tasks.
The general problem that we consider in this paper is as follows: We are given robots and tasks, with each task having a deadline and duration . Each task has to be done by one robot and each robot can do one task at a time.
The maximum amount of processing time that robot has is (this is called the budget of the robot). 1 Each robot obtains a payoff for doing task . The overall payoff is the sum of the individual robot payoffs. The objective is to assign the tasks
to robots such that the deadline constraints are met, the robot's budget constraints are satisfied, and the overall payoff is maximized. When tasks have the same duration and we leave task deadlines unspecified, the problem becomes a linear assignment problem, which can be solved using the Hungarian algorithm [3] - [5] , parallel auction algorithm [6] , [7] , or distributed auction-based algorithm [8] , [9] . When tasks have different duration and we leave task deadlines unspecified, the problem becomes the NP-hard generalized assignment problem, where approximation algorithms exist that are centralized [10] , [11] or distributed [12] . So our problem is an extension of the generalized assignment problem, with added feature of task deadline constraints. To the best of our knowledge, there is no known solution to this problem with provable performance guarantees.
Contributions: In this paper, we present distributed algorithms for task allocation with deadline constraints and robot budget constraint and provide theoretical bounds on their performance. Depending on whether tasks have the same duration or not, we present two different distributed algorithms. When tasks have the same duration, we present a distributed auction-based algorithm, where each robot bids for its own task, and show that this algorithm provides an almost optimal solution. Our algorithm adopts an auction-based framework similar to [7] and [8] , and extends their work to problems where the tasks have deadlines. We first show that the deadline constraints provide a natural grouping of the tasks into overlapping sets and the problem can be equivalently formulated as a problem of assigning tasks to robots such that there is an upper bound on the number of tasks that can be performed from each set. This is a natural variant of the multirobot assignment problem with task group constraints in [13] , where tasks form disjoint groups and each robot can perform at most one task from each group.
We present an auction-based distributed algorithm that provides an almost-optimal solution (i.e., a solution that is within , where is the total number of tasks and is a parameter to be chosen). The running time is
. By appropriately choosing , we can make our solution arbitrarily close to the optimal solution (at the cost of more computation time). When tasks have different duration, the problem becomes NP-hard. We present a different distributed auction-based algorithm, where each robot needs to iteratively solve a Knapsack problem with extra task deadline constraints, and bid for tasks. We design a dynamic programming based algorithm for single robots to optimally solve their constrained Knapsack problem, and use single-robot optimization algorithm as a subroutine in the distributed algorithm for the whole problem. The running time is for sequential implementation of our algorithms, where depends on the payoff parameters. We prove that our distributed algorithm leads to a solution whose quality is within 1/2 of the optimal solution.
This paper is organized as follows. In Section II. we present a review of the relevant literature. In Section III. we present our problem formulation. In Section IV and Section V, we present our distributed algorithms for the case of same or different task duration, respectively, and analyze their performance. In Section VI, we present our simulation results and in Section VII, we summarize our contributions and outline avenues of future research. This work is an extension of our previous work in [12] and [14] .
II. RELATED WORK
Task allocation is important in many applications of multirobot systems, e.g., multirobot routing [15] , multirobot decision making [16] , and other multirobot coordination problems (see [9] and [17] ). There are different variations of the multirobot assignment problem that have been studied in the literature depending on the assumptions about the tasks and the robots (see [17] - [19] for surveys), and there also exists multirobot task allocation systems (e.g., Traderbot [20] , [21] , Hoplites [22] , MUR-DOCH [23] , ALLIANCE [24] ) that build on different algorithms. In this paper, we consider a deterministic offline multirobot assignment with task deadline constraints, and our objective is to design distributed algorithms with provable performance guarantee. Therefore, we will restrict our discussion to the most relevant literature with performance guarantee.
In the simplest version of the task allocation problem (also known as the linear assignment problem), each robot can perform at most one task and the robots are to be assigned to tasks such that the overall payoff is maximized. The linear assignment problem can be solved in: (a) a centralized manner using the Hungarian algorithm [3] , [5] ; (b) a decentralized manner with shared memory using auction algorithm [25] ; or (c) a totally distributed way using consensus-based auction algorithm [8] , [9] . However, all of this work assumes that the tasks are independent, and there does not exist constraints (e.g., deadlines) on tasks. In [13] , task group constraints are introduced among tasks, where the tasks are organized into disjoint groups such that each robot can be assigned to at most one task from each group and there is a bound on the number of tasks that a robot can do. A generalization of the auction algorithm of [25] is presented in [13] to achieve an almost optimal solution. In the case with same task duration, our problem extends the problem in [13] in the sense that the task groups can overlap, and each robot can be assigned to multiple tasks in each group.
Multirobot Scheduling: Assigning tasks with deadlines to parallel machines have been studied in the scheduling literature [1] . However, the common objective there is either to find a feasible solution so that task deadlines are met [2] , or to minimize the weight of unscheduled late jobs [26] , instead of maximizing the total payoff of different machine-task matching (this feature is a departure of our work from the standard scheduling problems studied in the literature). In [27] , multirobot task scheduling problems, where the goal is to minimize the total processing time of the tasks has been studied. Concepts from the scheduling literature have been used to develop algorithms with performance guarantees of in the worst case (where is the total number of tasks) although simulation results indicate good performance. Here, it is assumed that tasks are to be assigned to robot coalitions (where the possible robot coalitions are given) and the objective is to assign tasks to coalitions so that two coalitions sharing the same robots are not assigned to perform two tasks at the same time. However, there were no task deadlines and the battery life constraints of the robots were not considered. In contrast, in this paper, we consider task deadlines and limited battery life of robots. In [28] , the scheduling of mobile robot team for the application of pickup and delivery service is studied, where task deadline constraints and robot capability constraints are considered. An auction-based mechanism is proposed to address the online problem with transfer in a centralized way. In contrast, we consider the distributed solution for an offline problem without transfer. Besides, different from [28] , the payoffs in our objective function can be independent of the task duration.
Generalized Assignment: The generalized assignment problem (GAP) is an extension to the linear assignment problem, which has been extensively studied in both operations research [29] , [30] and theoretical computer science [10] , [11] , [31] , [32] . A branch and bound algorithm was presented in [29] to determine the bounds of optimal solution. A series of 0/1 knapsack problems are solved so that the bound gets refined iteratively. A branch-and-price algorithm was designed in [30] that employs both column generation and branch-and-bound to obtain optimal integer solutions. However, these algorithms do not provide any approximation guarantee. Some approximation algorithms exist for GAP, e.g., LP-based 2-approximation algorithm in [31] and [32] . A combinatorial local search with -approximation guarantee, and an LP-based algorithm with -approximation guarantee with polynomial running time are presented in [11] . A -approximation algorithm with the same guarantee as the combinatorial local search but a better running time is given in [10] . This algorithm is extended in [12] to provide a distributed algorithm for GAP. The assignment problem with different task durations studied in this paper is an extension of GAP (with additional task deadline constraints).
III. PROBLEM FORMULATION
In this section, we give the formal definition of our multirobot assignment problem with task deadline constraints. Here, an assignment determines which robot performs which tasks, and also ensures that the robot performs the tasks in proper time, i.e., any task is assigned to contiguous time slots of a robot's schedule so that the deadline constraint of the task is satisfied. We assume that time is discrete and without loss of generality the time increment step is taken to be 1.
Suppose that there are robots, , and tasks, , where the tasks are independent, and each task has a duration with a deadline . Define as the maximum task deadline, , as the set of tasks with deadline , and as tasks with no explicit deadline. Each robot has available time slots, i.e., robot 's budget is . Any robot can be assigned to any task, and performing each task needs a single robot. Let be the variable that takes a value 1 if task, , is assigned to robot, , and 0 otherwise, where . Let be the payoff for the assignment pair , i.e., for assigning robot to task . The objective is to assign all tasks to robots so that the total payoff from the assignment is maximized, while the deadlines of tasks and budget constraints of tasks are satisfied. The problem can be formulated as an integer linear program (ILP) below
where (1) means that each task is assigned to at most one robot. Equation (2) guarantees that the total durations of tasks (with deadline less than ) assigned to each robot is less than as well as the robot's budget. Thus, each assigned task can be performed before its deadline and each robot does not exceed its budget if the assignment satisfies (2) .
When the task durations are identical, the generalized assignment problem with task deadline constraints becomes the linear assignment problem with task deadline constraints. Again, without loss of generality we will assume (since we can always scale the parameters to make ). We first discuss the case of identical task duration in Section IV, then discuss the case of different task durations in Section V.
A. Motivating Example
We give an example of multirobot part delivery in an automated factory. A group of robots are planning to deliver parts from the central store to work stations for assembly. Each part has a deadline to assemble, which gives an upper bound for the delivery and assembly durations. The parts are different from each other in properties such as size, value, weight, and fragility. So the robots are also designed to have heterogeneous capabilities, e.g., some are suitable to move big and heavy parts, while others are suitable to move valuable but fragile parts. The payoff of assigning a robot to deliver a part is specified based on a few parameters, including the value of the part , the traveling distance , as well as the suitability of using to carry . The suitability is a general measure, and could be defined differently depending on different application scenarios. In our application scenario, we define as the matching degree of robot 's carrying capability with (the weight of part ), i.e., , where is the ideal weight that robot should carry. The intuition behind this measure is that we do not want to make an assignment where some robots strain their motors by carrying loads that are heavier than their ideal load carrying capability and conversely waste resources by using robots that can carry heavy loads to carry light loads. Assume that , , and are all given, we can compute as follows:
where represents the cost of assigning robot to deliver part . The parameters , , 2, 3 are constant weights that convert all the components of the payoff to the same units and can also be used to reflect the importance of the different components forming the payoff. Note that since the duration of performing a task depends on the distance between its destination from the store, we assume that the duration of the task is identical for different robots, assuming different robots can move at the same speed. The objective is to maximize the total payoffs of delivering all parts for assembly while satisfying robots' budget constraints and part assembly deadlines.
IV. IDENTICAL TASK DURATION
In this section, we present the distributed auction algorithm for task-deadline constrained multirobot linear assignment problem (TAD-MRAP), where tasks have identical duration. Here, we assume that for all tasks, and we consider applications where every task must be assigned [thus, (4) is written as an equality constraint]
Note that (5) and (6) together are equivalent to (2) when
. (2) can be equivalently written as two equations:
, and , . When , the former becomes (5), and the latter becomes (6) .
In Appendix A, we show that the linear program (LP) relaxation of can be reduced to a min-cost network flow problem, so its constraint matrix is totally unimodular [33] , and there is always an optimal integer solution for its LP relaxation. So centralized polynomial-time algorithms exist that can be used to compute the optimal solution for TAD-MRAP [4] . Below, we present the distributed algorithm for solving TAD-MRAP after introducing some basic concepts and establishing the terminology to be used throughout the paper.
A. Basic Idea and Concepts of Auction Algorithm
We are trying to match robots and tasks with constraints (4)- (7) through a market auction mechanism as introduced in [25] , where each robot is an economic agent acting in its own best interest. Although each robot wants to be assigned to its favorite tasks (with highest payoffs) while satisfying the deadline constraints for tasks, the different interest of robots will probably cause conflicts. This can be resolved by introducing auxiliary variables called task price [25] , and making robots bid for tasks through an iterative auction mechanism. Suppose the price for task at iteration is . The net value of task to robot at iteration is instead of just . During the bidding procedure, each robot bids for tasks which satisfy the constraints and have highest values to the robot according to certain rule (as shown later in Section IV-B). For any task, in each iteration, the robot that wins the bid gets assigned to it (possibly temporarily) and sets the new task price as the winning bid (i.e., the highest bid value for the task among all robots till then). Thus, the iterative bidding from robots leads to the evolution of robot-task assignment as well as task price , which can gradually resolve the interest conflicts among robots. 2 Since every task has to be assigned and each has identical duration of one, for a feasible solution to exist, . Please note, since , we need to add virtual tasks with small equal payoffs to all robots, and leave their deadlines as unspecified. So the new total number of tasks becomes . Additionally, the condition that each robot must know the current price for each task during the bidding procedure requires the existence of a centralized auctioneer or a shared memory for all robots to access. In [8] , [9] , and [13] , a maximum consensus technique has been introduced to combine with auction algorithm so that the algorithm becomes totally distributed without centralized auctioneer to communicate the current price of tasks with robots. Assume that robots are forming a connected communication network, where each robot is connected to its neighboring robots within its communication range. The idea is that during each bidding iteration , each robot in the connected network locally maintains and updates a list of current highest bids 3 for each task by communicating with each robot in its own neighborhood and uses that highest bid as local price of tasks. Since the network is connected, the global highest bids eventually propagate to all robots so that the solution quality remains the same as that of the original auction algorithm. The same technique is applied here to make our new auction-based algorithm totally distributed.
Below we will discuss some important concepts of the auction algorithm. Suppose is the task set assigned to robot , where is the index set of the tasks. The constraints below must be satisfied (8) where corresponds to constraint (6), corresponds to (5), and the exclusive assignment guarantees (4) . We use to represent that satisfies (8) .
During each bidding iteration , given any task price set , every robot wants to be exclusively assigned to a task set with maximum net values while satisfying the constraints (9) We say robot is happy with the assigned task set when (9) is satisfied. If all robots are happy, we say the whole assignment and the prices at iteration are at equilibrium. 2 Note that is an auxiliary variable, which is used to resolve the conflict that multiple robots share the same interest of being assigned to the same tasks. When the algorithm terminates, the quality of assignment solution does not depend on , i.e., the output assignment solution is almost-optimal in terms of original payoffs instead of the net value . 3 Note that each robot just maintains one price for each task, here is just used to represent the task price at iteration for convenience.
Suppose we fix a positive scalar . When each assigned task for robot is within of being in the set of 's maximum values, that is (10) where and , we say robot is almost happy with the assigned task set . If all robots are almost happy, we say the whole assignment and the prices at iteration are almost at equilibrium.
B. Auction-Based Distributed Algorithm Design
In the distributed algorithm, there is no centralized component, and the knowledge/information available to each robot is , the payoffs of tasks to itself, as well as , the local task price maintained and updated in each neighboring robot during each bidding iteration .
For each robot , a single bidding iteration of our auctionbased algorithm is described in Algorithm 1. Each robot can implement the iterative bidding procedure either synchronously or asynchronously. For the sake of ease of discussion, below we assume that in our auction-based algorithm, all robots run copies of Algorithm 1 sequentially. Each bidding iteration for robot (Algorithm 1) can be summarized as follows.
First, robot communicates with its neighbors to get their maintained local task price, updates its own local task price (from Lines 2 to 5), computes each task value to itself (Line 7). Then, updates its previously assigned task list, and determines how many tasks to bid for during this iteration (Lines 8 to 14). Please note, the updated local task price at robot is a local maximum of each task price among its neighborhood (including itself), which is a lower bound of the real task price. The real task price is the global highest bid value among all robots, and can be achieved by maximizing the local task price maintained by all robots.
Second, given the current local task price , robot selects a task set with task indices , so that it is happy to be assigned to the task set , i.e., (9) is satisfied, (from Lines 17 to 25 inside the iterative loop). This part guarantees that all constraints for robot are satisfied (according to the value of from Lines 19 to 23): (a) robot is assigned to at most tasks and (b) is assigned to at most tasks of all tasks with deadline no more than . Meanwhile each task is assigned to at most one robot, because each task either does not change assignment status (assigned to previous robot or remains unassigned), or switches from the previous assigned robot to robot .
Third, robot is assigned to task set , and updates the task price (from Lines 36 to 39) so that , where is the value of the task , which has been selected to had we removed task . For each assigned task in , there is a corresponding task , which is stored in indexed by (Lines 26 to 35 explains how is computed). Roughly speaking, is the task with the second highest value to other than , while satisfying the constraints together with other tasks in . The bidding price for each task is at least bigger than its previous price since the selection of from Lines 26 to 35 guarantees that . So the tasks receiving 's bids must be assigned to at the end of the iteration. The way we set guarantees that is almost happy with given the new price (see Theorem 2), and is related to the proof of the optimality of the algorithm, which will be discussed in Section IV-C.
The algorithm terminates when all robots have been exclusively assigned to their own tasks. Each robot needs to wait until its task price information does not change for rounds, which is the largest possible diameter of any connected network with nodes. In this way, each robot can make sure the unchanged task price is not due to the delay of price propagation in the network, and can terminate the algorithm in a distributed way.
Remark 1: In a distributed setting, multiple robots might bid the same highest price for a task at certain iteration. In this situation, when each of them receives a task price update propagating through its neighbors, any of them would think that the task has been assigned to itself since the price is the same as its own bidding price, which can potentially cause assignment conflicts. One easy way to resolve this issue is to add a robot identifier to the bidding price for any task. When robots update their maintained local task price list and associated robot identifiers, they can use a consistent predefined rule to determine the robots' priority to break bid ties, e.g., giving robots with larger identifier higher priority.
C. Performance Analysis
In this section, we analyze the performance of Algorithm 1 in terms of soundness, completeness, and optimality, i.e., does the output assignment solution satisfy all constraints in (4)- (7)? Will Algorithm 1 terminate with a feasible assignment solution in a finite number of iterations? How good is the solution when Algorithm 1 terminates?
Lemma 1: When Algorithm 1 terminates for all robots, the achieved assignment must be a feasible solution for , i.e., (4)- (7) are satisfied. Proof: When Algorithm 1 for robot terminates, according to the value of : (a) has already been assigned to no more than tasks and no other robot bids higher for 's assigned tasks and (b)
is assigned to at most tasks of all tasks with deadline no more than . So (5) and (6) are satisfied. Since the tasks are exclusively assigned in Algorithm 1, (4) and (7) are also satisfied. So the achieved assignment is a feasible solution satisfying (4)- (7) .
Lemma 1 means Algorithm 1 is sound, i.e., when it outputs a solution, the solution is feasible. The next result asserts that Algorithm 1 always terminates in finite number of iterations assuming the existence of at least one feasible assignment for the problem. The proof relies on the observations below.
(a) When a task is assigned, it will remain assigned during the whole process of the algorithm. The reason is: during the bidding and assignment process, one task can either transfer from unassigned to assigned, or be reassigned from one robot to another, but cannot become unassigned from assigned. There might exist cases where one task was assigned to more than one robot before the algorithm terminates due to the local price information. (b) Each time when a task receives a bid, its new price will increase by at least according to the algorithm. So if one task receives infinite number of bids, its price will become . Please note, although this task price ( ) might not reach all robots immediately, it will eventually propagate to all robots. (c) If a robot bids for infinite number of times, at least one task receives infinite number of bids. Suppose that , then all tasks in receive infinite number of bids. The reason is that: (using contradiction) if there exists one task in , which does not receive infinite number of bids, its price is finite, and its value for must be bigger than which receives infinite number of bids. So it has to receive more bids, which leads to the contradiction. So all tasks in receive infinite number of bids and thus have the price of [according to (b) . Since all tasks in have price, they must keep the assigned status although they might be assigned to more than one robot and their assigned robots keep changing according to (a), so Please note that the above inequality is strict, since there must be at least one robot with that has remaining tasks unassigned (otherwise no robot continues to bid, and the algorithm terminates). Since (including the additional virtual tasks)
where the left part of the inequality represents the maximum number of tasks, which all robots can perform within deadline , while the right part represents the number of tasks with deadline smaller than . So the inequality means that there exist at least one task with deadline smaller than which cannot be performed within its deadline, so there is no feasible solution for the instance of , which leads to the contradiction. So we conclude that Algorithm 1 must terminate in a finite number of iterations if there exists a feasible solution for an instance of . Lemma 1 and Theorem 1 together prove that Algorithm 1 is both sound and complete. Next, we want to prove the performance of Algorithm 1, based on the following theorem.
Theorem 2: After each iteration of robot , 's newly assigned tasks together with the local task prices keep almost happy, i.e., (10) is satisfied.
Proof: During each iteration , according to the bidding part of Algorithm 1 (from Lines 17 to 25), the bid tasks with the price before the iteration can make happy , and , so So after each iteration , the values of tasks in make robot almost happy, which means (10) is satisfied. Since Theorem 2 holds true for all robots, we get the corollary below.
Corollary 1: When Algorithm 1 for all robots terminates, the achieved assignment and price are almost at equilibrium.
Theorem 3 below gives performance guarantee for Algorithm 1.
Theorem 3: When Algorithm 1 for all robots terminates, the achieved assignment must be within of an optimal solution. Proof: Denote ( as any feasible assignment, i.e., :
Denote as the set of task prices when Algorithm 1 terminates for all robots and as any set of task prices.
First, we give an upper bound for the optimal solution
Since it holds true for any set of prices and any feasible assignment , we have , where is the optimal total payoff of any feasible assignment On the other hand, according to Corollary 1, we have is the total payoff of the achieved assignment by Algorithm 1, and So it is within of an optimal solution.
V. DIFFERENT TASK DURATION
In this section, we present the distributed algorithm for our multirobot assignment problem with deadlines for independent tasks with different durations, which we call task-deadline constrained generalized multirobot assignment problem . As before, we decompose the multirobot task assignment problem into each individual robot's optimization problem. However, the price update rule that was used in the previous section does not lead to a provably good solution in this case. Instead, we use a different task price update rule to resolve the assignment conflict among different robots and prove that this price update rule results in a conflict-free assignment that has an approximation ratio of 2. The approximation ratio of an algorithm is the ratio of the optimal objective value to the objective value obtained by using the algorithm for any instance of the problem.
A. Single Robot Optimization: Knapsack-TAD
We first design an algorithm for each individual robot to optimize its own total payoff, which is a generalization of 0/1 Knapsack problem with extra task deadline constraints (Knapsack-TAD). The Knapsack-TAD problem each robot solves individually during each iteration is as follows:
The algorithm used to solve the above problem is a dynamic programming (DP) based approach as shown in Algorithm 2. We assume that all tasks have been sorted according to their deadline, i.e.,
. In Algorithm 2, for robot , represents the maximum total assignment value of robot using budget and only considers being assigned to the first tasks. Let . The recurrence relation for DP is given by if otherwise (11) When , either does not have sufficient budget to finish or cannot be finished before its deadline . Thus, it is infeasible to include task in 's schedule, i.e.,
. When , would be the maximum value of two options: either add to 's schedule or not. The former would lead to a value of , the sum of task 's value and the maximum total value of using remaining budget for the first tasks. The latter would lead to a value of . Thus, when , . In Lines 3-4, is initialized when does not have budget or there is no task to be assigned . In Lines 5-14, we use the recurrence relation (11) to compute . When , , returns the optimal assignment payoff for robot . In Lines 15-23, we trace back the values in to get the optimal assignment. Below we prove that Algorithm 2 is optimal for the knapsack problem with task deadline constraint.
Lemma 2: Algorithm 2 is optimal for the knapsack problem with task deadline constraints.
Proof: We use mathematical induction to prove Algorithm 2's optimality. We want to show that is the maximum total assignment value of robot using budget , while considering the first tasks (with smallest deadline). Thus, would return the maximum total value of the knapsack problem with task deadline constraints. Base case: When budget of robot is 0 or number of tasks is 0 , is the maximum total value (Lines 3-4). Inductive step: Suppose is optimal. We want to prove that is also optimal. To compute , we first check if . If , it is infeasible to assign to since either the budget is not sufficient or the task's duration is longer than deadline . In this case, we get rid of , and . If , there are two cases depending on whether the th task is assigned to in the optimal solution. If in the optimal solution, is not assigned to , then . Otherwise, . So guarantees that is also optimal (Lines 5-14). Algorithm 2 then tracks back to find tasks assigned to in the optimal solution (Lines 15-23).
Algorithm 2 is a pseudo-polynomial time algorithm with complexity since there are items in to fill in and each item just takes constant time to compute. 
B. Decentralized Algorithm for TAD-GMRAP
The constraints in (1) in TAD-GMRAP that each task can be assigned to at most one robot are missing in the individual robot's knapsack-TAD problem during decomposition in Section V-A. In this section, we design an iterative bidding procedure with a different task price update rule to guarantee that the missing constraints are satisfied after our iterative algorithm terminates.
Let be the task set obtained by robot by solving the above knapsack-TAD problem optimally. Robot then bids for each task , , with new price , which guarantees to win the bids since . We first assume that there exists a shared memory (or auctioneer) for all robots to access the current task price, which is the current highest bid from all robots. Later we will remove the requirement of shared memory using a message passing mechanism.
For each robot , a single bidding iteration of our auction-based algorithm is described in Algorithm 3. The shared memory must guarantee that at any time, at most one robot can access the task price and provide new bids for tasks.
First, robot goes through tasks in , which is the task set assigned to during its previous bidding iteration. compares the current price of those tasks with its previous bids : if , task is still assigned to robot , then resets the task price to be zero so that the new value of the task to is still (Lines 2 to 8). Second, given the current task price , robot selects a task set with task indices using the optimal knapsack_TAD algorithm (Algorithm 2) to maximize the total assignment values (Lines 9 to 11). Third, robot is assigned to task set , and updates the task price (from Lines 12 to 15) so that . The bidding price for each task is bigger than its previous price (otherwise, , would not be selected), so the tasks receiving 's bids must be assigned to at the end of the iteration.
Lemma 3: Algorithm 3 converges to a feasible solution for . Proof: During each iteration of robot , since Algorithm 2 optimizes the total values for , ; this means any task switched from its previous assignment to be assigned to makes the total assignment payoff nondecreasing. Besides, the total assignment payoff is bounded by the sum of all payoff. Thus, Algorithm 3 must converge. Algorithm 2 guarantees that constraints in (2) and (3) are satisfied. The task price update guarantee that any task either remains unassigned or is switched from one robot to another robot with higher payoff. So constraints in (1) are also satisfied. So we can conclude that Algorithm 3 converges to a feasible solution for . According to Lemma 3, the complexity of the algorithm is , where is the time for Algorithm 2, and is a constant due to the number of iterations, depending on the payoff parameters (the maximum payoff divided by the minimum payoff increment).
Theorem 4: Algorithm 3 has an approximation ratio 2. Proof: Suppose the assignment according to Algorithm 3 is , while the optimal assignment is . Below we want to compare the total payoff of each robot in two different assignment and . Since Algorithm 2 is optimal for knapsack-TAD, where if otherwise
Define . Since ,
Combining (13) and (12), we have that (14) , we have (15) Since , . So
Together with (15)
Thus, Algorithm 3 has an approximation ratio 2. The above algorithm requires access to the task price information from a shared memory. The algorithm can be made distributed by the same message passing mechanism as in [12] .
C. Distributed Implementation
In Algorithm 3, every robot can make assignment decisions by itself, based on an iteratively updated common information of task price from the shared memory. In this section, we remove the requirement of the existence of shared memory to make the algorithm totally distributed assuming the robots' communication network is connected.
Let be the robot communication network, where consists of robot nodes, and consists of connection edges between robots, which can directly communicate. We assume that is connected. In a distributed implementation of Algorithm 3, no shared memory exists to provide task price during each iteration . Each robot needs to locally maintain the task price , and update it based on the local communication with its direct neighbor in . Below, we show that a distributed message passing mechanism can be used for robot to maintain and update the task price information in a distributed way. During each iteration , robot runs Algorithm 3, where becomes the local maintained task price , to get the new assignment and new task price . The message passing mechanism is described as follows.
First, sends out the message in the following format: , where is the new price vector for all tasks maintained in , is the identifier of the robot who sends out the message, is the output total value of the knapsack_TAD subroutine algorithm in Algorithm 2, and is time stamp of the message, i.e., the number of iterations when the message is used to update the task price. If , i.e., the robots' bidding tasks are the same as before, is set to be 0 in .
Second, when receives a message from one of its neighbor , it first sends out the message to its neighbors except . Then compares with its locally maintained , which is the maximum value of all messages with time stamp until then. If , stores the message with higher value, resets
, and gets rid of previous message; if , gets rid of the message . To break the tie when , robots can use a consistent rule, e.g., keep the message with the smaller robot identifier.
Third, keeps track of the number of robot identifiers from all messages. When , i.e., has received all robots' messages for iteration , starts to update its locally maintained task price from the only stored message (e.g., ) with the highest value: , and then starts a new bidding procedure for iteration . The algorithm terminates when each robot's task price information does not change for at least rounds. From the above message passing mechanism, we know that during each iteration , each robot starts a new bid and sends out a new message. Since the robot communication network is connected, all messages reach all robots. However, only the message with highest value from is stored and used to update task price for , which is consistent among all robots. It is equivalent to say that during each iteration , only one robot starts a new bid, and updates task price, which is consistently and locally stored by all robots. Thus we can see that although the shared memory is removed, its two key features are still maintained: (a) during any iteration, at most one robot can start a new bid and update task price and (b) task prices are consistently maintained among all robots. So the conclusions in Section V-B are valid in the distributed implementation. However, since the bidding message needs to be propagated in the network , during each iteration, the distributed algorithm might be delayed by the product of one-hop message passing time and the diameter of .
VI. SIMULATION RESULTS
In this section, we present simulation results to characterize the performance of our algorithm. To understand the effects of the parameters like payoffs, task deadlines, and task durations we generated different scenarios based on randomly generated parameter values. To understand the effect of network diameter, we chose four different values of the network diameter. We will first present results for the case of identical durations and then consider tasks with non-identical duration.
Tasks With Identical Durations: Consider robots, where each robot has a budget to perform tasks from tasks with identical unit duration. The deadlines of tasks are randomly set so that there are 15 to 25 tasks for each deadline from 1 to 5, respectively, and 10 tasks without deadline. Recall that is a control parameter related to the convergence time and performance guarantee of Algorithm 1. We tested different values of . For each , we generated 100 different values of random payoff from a uniform distribution in (0,20), and we compared the mean and standard deviation of performance ratio of our solution to the optimal solution, and the convergence time of the algorithm. Fig. 1 shows the variation of the performance ratio of our solution with the control parameter . When is as small as 0.1, the assignment payoff achieved by our algorithm almost equal the optimal solution. When increases, the difference between our solution and the optimal solution is increased, but bounded by , as proven in Theorem 3. Fig. 2 shows the variation of convergence time of our algorithm with . The number of rounds 4 decreases with , which means with higher , Algorithm 1 converges faster.
From Figs. 1 and 2, we can see that there is a tradeoff between the solution quality and the convergence time, which can be adjusted by changing . With bigger , the algorithm converges faster but sacrifices solution quality, while with smaller , the algorithm solution is better at the cost of slower convergence time.
In the simulation results above, we assume the robot connection network is a complete graph, i.e., each robot can communicate with all other robots. We now show the influence of robot network diameter on the algorithm's solution quality and convergence time. Figs. 3 and 4 compare the results for complete network , line network , circle network , and network with diameter . From Fig. 3 , we see that the solution performance is almost the same for different robot network structures. Fig. 4 shows that the convergence time in line network is significantly larger than other networks with smaller diameters while other networks have similar convergence time. Further examination reveals that the slower convergence time in linear network with the largest diameter is mainly due to the final price propagation even after most robots Tasks With Different Durations: Now, we consider the problem TAD-GMRAP, where tasks have different durations. We study the change in solution quality generated by Algorithm 3 as the robots iteratively bid to convergence. Here, we assume each robot can communicate with all other robots, i.e., the network diameter (note that the effect of network diameter in this case is similar to the above case and so we do not present results for different network diameters).
Figs. 6 and 7 show the solution performance changes in two different simulation samples with different bidding rounds. In both figures, we randomly generate 100 samples with different and , and show the mean and standard deviation of our solution performance. In all the 100 generated samples, our algorithm converges within 300 iterations. In Fig. 6 , for each robot and task , payoff are drawn from a uniform distribution in (0,9), and the task duration from [1] and [6] . In Fig. 7 , for each robot and task , we randomly generate the task duration from the same uniform distribution [1] , [6] , and are randomly generated according to the distributions in Table I, where represents a uniform distribution from to . Table I models the different payoff structure among two different groups of robots (one group including to , and the other to ), and two different groups of tasks (one group including to , and the other Fig. 6 . Statistics of total assignment payoffs by our algorithm as a function of iterations, where and are randomly generated in 100 samples. Fig. 7 . Statistics of total assignment payoffs as a function of iterations, where parameters are randomly generated while are carefully designed according to distributions in Table I to show different convergence pattern. In this case, our algorithm achieves significant improved solution than the algorithm where all robots run one iteration. to ). From Figs. 6 and 7, we can see that although the total assignment payoffs improve until convergence in both cases, the improvement patterns before convergence are very different in the two cases. In Fig. 6 , the assignment performance after all robots run one iteration is very close to the performance of assignment at convergence, while Fig. 7 shows that in some situations, our algorithm achieves significantly better solution than the algorithm where all robots run one iteration. When all robots run one iteration, robots bidding first might lose their assigned tasks to robots bidding later, and do not have a chance to be assigned to other tasks. This could be compensated in our iterative algorithm, and thus we can see that the total assignment payoffs keep improving with iterations. The different slopes of the line in Fig. 7 are due to the distribution we designed in Table I . The change of slopes is either due to the case that two different robot groups ( to or to ) start bidding and are assigned to tasks with different payoff distributions, or the case that tasks from the two different groups ( to or to ) are switching from their initially assigned robots to other robots. We also ran simulations on different parameters for the scenario of multirobot part delivery in Section III-A. We observed that when the robots and parts are both heterogeneous in the way that each robot have high payoffs with different set of parts, the solution performance evolution has the same trend as in Fig. 6 . The reason is that in this case, each robot bid for different tasks with highest payoffs for itself and fast reach convergence. However, when different parts are heterogenous in values and weights in the way that they have similar payoff ranking across different robots, different robots bid a few rounds to compete for the parts with best values and suitable weights for robots, and thus the trend looks similar as in Fig. 7 .
VII. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we studied two classes of multirobot task assignment problem with task deadline constraints. In the first one, we assume that task durations are identical, and designed a distributed algorithm to achieve almost optimal solution. In the second one, we assume task deadlines can be different, which makes the problem a NP-hard problem. We designed a different distributed algorithm to achieve a 2-approximate solution. Our distributed algorithms are decomposition-based with each robot iteratively bidding for tasks to maximize its own objective. In contrast to prior centralized approach or heuristic based distributed approach without performance guarantee, our approach is distributed in nature with performance guarantee and has low running time. We also presented simulation results characterizing the performance of our algorithm, and showed the effect of robot network topology on our algorithm performance.
Future Work: Apart from the task deadline and robot budget constraints, there are other types of constraints like precedence constraints, AND/OR constraints, etc., that may be relevant in certain applications. In the future we want to develop distributed algorithms that consider these intertask constraints along with the task deadline and robot battery life constraints.
APPENDIX
A. Reducing TAD-MRAP to Min-Cost Network Flow Problem
We now show the reduction of linear program (LP) relaxation of to a min-cost network flow problem. For any instance of the problem introduced in Section III, we can construct a min-cost network flow problem [4] as follows (see Fig. 8 ). Consider a directed graph , with a set of nodes , and edges , where (a) Nodes: represent robots, represent tasks, is introduced as the set of auxiliary nodes to represent the constraints of (5). , associated with each edge, represents the flow from node to node .
Solving the constructed min-cost network flow problem above leads to the optimal solution for in Section III due to the following facts.
1) The demand and supply constraints of nodes in and are equal to the constraints (4) and (6) . The supply of node guarantees that the amount of flow from is exactly , and the flow ends at exactly nodes in (possibly including some of the constructed virtual task nodes). So the supply constraints of nodes in equal to constraints (6) that each robot can be assigned to at most tasks. The demand of node guarantees that the amount of flow to is exactly 1. So the demand constraints of nodes in equal to constraints (4) that each task is assigned to exactly one robot.
2) The capacity constraints for flow along edges in are equal to constraints (5). The capacity for an edge is . Since the flow along the edge can only end at nodes in , the flow from ends at no more than nodes in . Thus, capacity constraints for edge flow equals to constraints (5) that each robot can be assigned to at most tasks with deadline no more than .
3) The objective function here is equal to the objective function , since for edges in and the cost of edges in and is 0. There always exists an integer optimal solution for the mincost flow problem, so after solving the min-cost flow problem, the non-zero (value 1) flow in corresponds to the optimal assignment of in Section III, e.g., if , it means that task is assigned to robot .
The min-cost network flow problem is a classical problem that has been studied extensively. Centralized polynomial-time algorithms exist that can compute the optimal solution [4] .
